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7TpOTpEo/aVTE~ E7Tt TaVTa~ Ta~ O~t'YWpta~ Kat KaTa~V<TaVTE~ 

TT,V Tij~ f30VAij~ Bvva/-Ltv . .;;~ E7TtUTaTOV<T'YI~ ov BtKWV ovB' 

EYKA'YJ~TWV ... r, 7TOAt~ €YEILEV (Isoc. 7.37, 50f). 

The Council of the Areopagus had become in the mid-fourth 
century a familiar symbol of the old aristocratic order lost as a casu

alty of the radical democracy: tradition held that the Areopagus, 

guardian of the patrios politeia, had been stripped of political authority 
by the party of Ephialtes. Soon after Isocrates' Areopagiticus (356/5), 

power of impeachment (through the procedure known as apophasis) 

was restored to the Areopagus.1 In recent work early impeachments 
(eisangeliai) have been thoroughly re-examined: M. H. Hansen, for 
example, has argued, against the testimony of the Athenaion Politeia, 

that Solon's provision for eisangelia before the Areopagus (8.4) was a 
fiction of fourth-century propaganda, while P. J. Rhodes has defended 

the tradition that the Areopagus heard cases of conspiracy and cor

ruption down to 462/1.2 Apophasis, however, based on the supposed 

1 For general discussions of the power of the Areopagus, see Ulrich Kahrstedt, "Un
tersuchungen zu athenische Behorde," Klio 30 (1937) 10-33 (= Zur griechische Rechts
geschichte, Wege der Forschung 45 [1968] 197-223); and Gertrude Smith, "The Juris
diction of the Areopagus," CP 22 (927) 61-79; among earlier studies, B. Keil, Bei
trage zur Geschichte des Areopags (Berlin/Leipzig 1919); and A. Philippi, Der Areopag 
und die Epheten (Berlin 1874); cf Thalheim, RE 2.1 (895) 627-33 S.v. ""APEW<; 

'7Tayo<;," esp. 630-32. 
2 P. J. Rhodes, The Athenian Boule (Oxford 1972) 201-11, follows the traditional 

view of A th. Pol. 8.4 and Solon's nomos eisangeltikos. M. H. Hansen, Eisangelia: The 
Sovereignty oj the People's Court in Athens in the Fourth Century B. C and the Impeachment 
oj Generals and Politicians (Odense 1975) [hereafter 'Hansen, Eisangelia'] 17-20, 

suggests that classical eisangelia to the council was introduced with the reforms of 
Cleisthenes. Rhodes, JHS 99 (979) 103-14 and Commentary on the Aristotelian Ath
enaion Politeia (Oxford 1981) 156, acknowledges the pervasive influence of fourth
century propaganda, but insists upon the substantive accuracy of Ath.Pol. 8.4; cf Han-
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model of ancient eisangeliai in the Areopagus, has been relegated to 
the footnotes of Athenian constitutional history~ not all the evidence 
has been carefully considered, and many procedural questions have 
yet to be answered.3 In this paper I shall attempt to clarify the process 
of apophasis and its ancient precedents. It will be necessary first to 
reassess the fourth-century tradition as it stands, and then to recon
sider the reform of political trials in the same period, to determine, as 
precisely as the evidence will allow, what changes in procedure were 
based on conceptions of the patrios poIiteia then current, and what 
other motives influenced tradition and reform in the fourth century. 

I. Eisangelia to the Areopagus 

The chief function of the Areopagus prior to the Solonian constitu
tion is broadly described in our sources as 'supervision of the laws', 
vOJ..WcpvAaKia or TO TTlpliv TO~ vOJ..W~, but we are not given a clear 
idea of how this guardianship was carried out.4 The Ath.Pol. and 
related sources suggest that the Areopagus served to maintain the 

sen's reply, JHS 100 (1980) 89-95, with summary of his arguments elsewhere. On the 
transfer of jurisdiction from the Areopagus to the Council of Five Hundred, see H. T. 
Wade-Gery, Essays in Greek History (Oxford 1958) 180-200; E. Ruschenbusch, "Ephi
altes," Historia 15 (1966) 369-76; and R. Sealey, "Ephialtes, Eisangelia, and the Coun
cil," Classical Contributions. Studies in Honor of Malcolm Francis McGregor, edd. G. S. 
Shrimpton and D. J. McCarger (Locust Valley 1980 125-34, who concludes that much 
has been attributed to specific reforms developed in practice and by precedent. On eis
angelia in the archaic period, see Ruschenbusch, Untersuchungen zur Geschichte des 
athenischen Strafrechts (GraezAbh 4 (1968)) 53-57, 73f. In regard to fifth-century re
forms and fourth-century testimonia, see Ruschenbusch, Athenische Innenpolitik im 
ftin/ten Jahrhundert v. Chr. (Bamberg 1979). For the patrios politeia as a slogan of the 
fourth century, see K. R. Waiters, AJAH 1 (1976) 129-44. 

3 D. M. MacDowell has given a sound, if succinct, account of apophasis in The Law 
in Classical Athens (Cornell 1978) 190f. M. H. Hansen has contributed greatly to our 
understanding of procedural reform in the later fourth century, although his account of 
apophasis has been at times tentative (Eisangelia 18f, 39f; but cf. GRBS 20 [1979] 38 
n.24; and see n.37 and discussion infra). J. H. Lipsius, Dos attische Recht und Rechtsver
fahren (Leipzig 1905-1915), mentions apophasis only in passing (403, 801); cf. Smith 
(supra n.1) 78. A. R. W. Harrison, The Law of Athens II (Oxford 1971), gives no 
account of apophasis per se, and only two brief notes on these procedural questions 
(105, 160). On these questions see the discussion of apophasis infra and nn.36-40. 

4 For the tenor of the fourth-century tradition on the guardianship of the Areopagus 
see Ath.Pol. 3.6 and 4.4 (quoted with discussion i/ifra); cf. Isoc. 7.46 et passim; and 
Androtion FGrHist 324FF3-4. Androtion F3 is typical of the general description of the 
powers of the Areopagus, but suggests nonetheless that the Areopagus was especially 
concerned with illegality and wrongdoing in office: E8iKa'ov oov 'ApEOTray/:raL TrEpt 

TrclV'TWV ITXE80v 'TWV ITtPaAI-UlTWV Kat Trapavo,.""wv. For various interpretations of 1) rii~ 
TrOAL'TEUx<; cPVAaIdj, see Rhodes, Commentary 315. 
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constitution through its authority to hold public officials to account 
for their conduct in office. The power to initiate such euthynai, or 

formal accountings, is represented as a guarantee against infringe
ment of citizens' rights, even though the archons were accountable to 
their peers rather than to the demos, and the Areopagites co-opted 

their membership "according to nobility and wealth" (3.6). In these 
euthynai any citizen had the opportunity, as plaintiff (6 a6tKOVt£evo~), 
to bring charges against an archon for wrongdoing in office, but it is 
likely that formal charges were introduced by Areopagites: 7j 8E f3ov

AT, 1) e~ 'Apeiov 1Tayov ¢vAa~ ~v Tf:;JV VOJ..U!JV Kat BteT-r1PEt T(l~ apxa~ 

01TW~ KaTa TOV~ vop,ov~ apxwuw. eg.ijv BE Tc!) aBtKovp,Evcp 1TPO~ TT,V 

TWV 'Apeo1TaytTWV f30VAT,V etnaYYEAAEW (hro¢aivovTt 1Tap' OV a6tKEL

Tat Vop,ov (Ath.Pol. 4.4).5 

In this context (BtET-r1PEt Ta~ apxa~ 01TW~ KaTa TOV~ Vop,ov~ ap

xwuw) the term EtnaYYEAAEtV describes the prosecution of magis
trates in euthynai for abuse of office (pace Rhodes ad loc.). The 

grievance procedure described here along with the principle of consti

tutional safeguards (¢vAa~ TWV VOtLWv) seems to suggest some prece
dent for classical euthynai; but it is evident that the Areopagite ac
countings were designed to preserve the autonomy of the aristocracy, 
and the last clause may be an accurate account of Draco's law.6 The 
phrase a1To¢aivovTt 1Tap' OV aBtKELTat vop,ov suggests that a sum
mary procedure was followed to initiate prosecution: the plaintiff, if 
he was not an Areopagite, was not privileged to prosecute his noble 
adversary, but simply reported the violation of law. It is likely that he 
first appealed privately to individual members, who later prosecuted 

before the council in session. Areopagites carried out the investiga
tion as they had done formerly as archons in office; Areopagite prose
cutors called for evidence and arguments from accuser and accused. 
Unlike the adversarial system of classical procedure, the Areopagites 
controlled these hearings and limited the role of citizen accusers: just 

5 For the role of the Areopagus in euthynai, see R. Sealey, CP 59 (1964) 18-20, and 
A History of the Greek City States (Berkeley 1976) 258-61; c/ Smith (supra n.D 62-64, 
Kahrstedt (supra n.1) 213. For the value of A th. Pol. 4.4 and the 'Draconian constitu
tion', see Rhodes, Commentary 84-88, and Sealey (supra n.2) 128f; on the crucial 
clause, eUrayyeAAEtIl Cl7rocpatllOIlTt KTA., Sealey concludes, "even if it rests on conjec
ture, the conjecture is in accord with what may be presumed about the history of 
eisangelia. " 

6 The autocratic power of the Areopagus in archaic procedure may be compared to 
that of the Roman senate in prosecutions de rebus repetundis (Liv. 43.2), or to impeach
ments in the Spartan gerousia; c/ 1. 1. Keaney, TAPA 104 (1974) 179-94, esp. 190f. 
The Areopagus continued to exercise right of initiative in some areas of jurisdiction, 
not relying upon citizen-prosecutors, into the fourth century; c/ Kahrstedt (supra n.l) 
211f. 
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as in eisangeliai to the archons, the plaintiff made denunciation and 
the magistrates carried out the investigation and gave final verdict.7 

Eisangelia to the Areopagus was the only appeal from an archon's 
unjust verdict, and in these impeachments the Areopagites held sole 
authority.s In the fourth century this procedure was evidently inter
preted as a precedent for apophasis, in which the Areopagus acted as 
a commission of inquiry for the ecc/esia and the courts of the people. 
But in the early sixth century the Areopagites continued to govern in 
their own interests; elected archonships were powerful executive and 
judicial offices, and most major political leaders, as former archons, 
became members of the Areopagus. The early accountings are there
fore best understood as internal investigations, initiated by members 
and generally concerning prospective members or fellow members of 
long standing and their clients. Through these accountings, the Are
opagus effectively governed the state; and it is this authority that is 

described as TO TTlPE'iv TOV~ vOJ.,Wv~ and vOJ.,WcpvAaKia.9 

Under Solon's reform, according to one tradition, the role of the 

Areopagus as guardian of the laws remained unchanged, although 
there may have been some modifications in procedure (A th Pol. 8.4): 

7 On EiuaYYEAAEtV see Ruschenbusch, Untersuchungen (supra n.2) 56f, 73f; Lipsius 
(supra n.3) 177; Rhodes, JHS (supra n.2) 103; but cf Hansen, JHS (supra n.2) 90 n.7. 
From a detailed study of procedure in public suits in the classical period, Ruschenbusch 
argued that EwaYYEALa describes the initiating procedure in any denunciation to the 
competent magistrate in the archaic period; from extant laws concerning such proce
dures as EwaYYEALa KaKWuEW<; opcfxx.vwv he concluded (53-55) that the archon assumed 
responsibility for prosecution in some public suits in the archaic period; thus far I find 
his arguments convincing, despite the objections of Hansen (on the classification of eis
angelia in the later period) and Rhodes (on the meaning of ecjJEuL<; in Solon's reform, 
CR 20 [19701 359). The adversarial system of classical procedure, based upon the initia
tive of 0 {3oVAO/-UVO<;, had not yet developed, and the role of the antidikoi was limited. A 
further indication of some restriction against prosecution by non-Areopagites is indicated 
in the introduction of public prosecutors elected by the ecc/esia (as in the euthynai of 
Cimon, Plut. Per. 10.6). Ordinary citizens could not be expected to carryon the prosecu
tion against powerful members of the aristocracy. For the general meaning of apophai
nein, we may compare the use of the same term for the arbitrator's decision; in antido
sis, apophasis refers to the inventory or statement of property value (cf Lipsius 230, 
928 n.104). Thus, in legal contexts apophasis appears to mean generally 'report', 'pro
nouncement', or 'disclosure', and seems to describe a preliminary to court proceedings. 

8 Smith (supra n.1) 64 suggested that this procedure included "the denunciation of a 
magistrate for an unjust decision ... in effect an appeal from a magisterial hearing"; cf. 

Kahrstedt (supra n.1) 213f on euthynai and other archaic powers of the Areopagus. 
9 Many aspiring politicians may have sought archonship not only for the power of the 

office itself, but for entry into the Areopagus; cf R. Sealey, CP 59 (1964) 14. On the 
character of the archaic Areopagus and Solon's reform, see Wade-Gery, "Eupatridai, 
Archons, and Areopagus" in Essays (supra n.2) esp. 100-15. For a prosopography of 
the Athenian archon-list, see T. J. Cadoux, JHS 68 (1948) 70-123. Ruschenbusch, 
Innenpolitik (supra n.2) 559-61, has reasoned that the euthynai were the chief instru
ment of Areopagite power. 
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TT,V SE TWV 'ApEo7TaYLTwv ETa~Ev E7T1. TO VOJ,wqJVAaKEtV, Wa-7TEP 

lJ7l'ijpxEv Kat 7TPOTEPOV E7TiuK07TOt; ovua Tilt; 7TOAtTEiat; ... Kat Tove; 
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, " ~ '\ () , , , \ ' \, LUTa/-LEVOVC) EKPLVEV, L.OI\.WvoC) EVTOC) V0J,WV ELUaYYEl\.tac) 7TEpL av-

~ 
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Areopagites continued to hold public officials to account for wrong
doing in office, and since they assessed fines for deposit in the public 

treasury without any record of the charges, we are led to believe that 
there was no appeal from their verdict against violations punishable 
by fine. 10 Thus, in the Ath.Pol. the Areopagus is represented as the 
sole guardian of the new democratic order against abuse of office by 
the ruling class. Other references suggest, however, that the demos 
enjoyed some right of initiative or appeal in euthynai. 

In the Politics we are twice told that Solon gave the demos author
ity in the euthynai of elected officials (I274a15, LOAWV yE EOf.KE TTJV 
avaYKal.on:.h7W a7ToBf.BovaI. 'T4) B'7)~ Bvvaf.L/.V, 'T() 'TC\:~ apxas aipEtU-

8af. Kat Ev8vvE/.V~ c/ 1281b3I). Therefore, while the A th. Pol. reports 
that the Areopagus continued to control euthynai in cases punishable 
by fine, we must also allow for right of initiative by the ecclesia (by 
apocheirotonia) or, in some cases, for appeal to the court. It is pos

sible that this Solonian guarantee for EcpE(n~ El~ 'TO Bf.Kacr'T'7)pWv was 
made to apply in impeachments as well as in ordinary public suits,l1 

but in cases concerning their own membership it is unlikely that the 
Areopagus would have relinquished control of the proceedings. The 
close connection in these passages between "election and accounting" 

('TCl~ apxaf.pEuia~ Kat Ev(Jvva~, 1281b3I) suggests that the Areopagus 
was forced to concede some authority to the demos in the account
ings of elected officials for their term in office, but retained final 
verdict in cases involving members of the Areopagus. 

In Ath.Pol. 8.4, however, we are told that Solon confirmed the 
Areopagus in their traditional "guardianship of the laws, just as 
formerly [the Areopagus] had been overseer of the constitution and 
... supervised the highest public office." At the conclusion of this 

10 On the authority of the Areopagus to impose penalties without appeal, see Smith 
(supra n.D 62f; but cf Lipsius (supra n.3) 30f and Rhodes, Commentary 155f. 

11 In the Ath.Pol. the three democratic principles of Solon's reform (9.1), including 
(most powerful of all) iJ Eis TO S'KUUrfJpWV eqxULC;, closely follow the discussion of the 
Areopagus and eisangelia in 8.4-5. Sealey (supra n.2) 129-31 suggests that the demos 

gained ephesis to the court and "official jurisdiction," in eisangelia as in other cases, by 
precedent and practical expediency, rather than by an "enabling act." 
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section it is noted further that the Areopagus also judged cases of 

"conspiracy to overthrow the democracy," and that Solon introduced 

a law concerning these procedures. This statement has been a special 
object of suspicion: the phrase bTi KaTaAvO"et TOV B7}#-£Ov is anachro

nistic, and the author seems to interpret Solon's reform in terms of 
fourth-century ideology.12 From Plutarch's citation of a law of Solon 

it seems certain that the Areopagus had held authority to exile con
spirators bTl. TvppavlBt prior to Solon's reform. If there is any sub
stance to Solon's laws against conspiracy, he must have revised an 

established procedure.13 Since the same term (ewaYYEAAEtV, ew

ayyeAla) describes the initiating procedure in trials for tyranny or 

conspiracy (8.4) as well as in the accountings (4.4), it seems to have 

been assumed that the same reform affected both procedures. The 

tradition in A th. Pol. 8.4 suggests that Solon confirmed the sover
eignty of the ancient council, as guardian of his reforms, in tyranny 

trials as well as in the accountings of public officials. In the fourth
century view they became the grand jury of the democratic judiciary, 

despite the evidence that the euthynai of members of the Areopagus 

were ordinarily tried as internal investigations, by Areopagite prose

cutors and judges, and that impeachment for conspiracy served as a 
safeguard against any threat to Areopagite sovereignty. 

The only testimonia that describe eisangelia to the Areopagus in any 

detail concern Themistocles and Ephialtes in their struggle against a 
rival faction. Although the version of this incident in A th. Pol. 25.3-4 
was discredited soon after the London papyrus was published, some 

commentators seem convinced that there is some truth in it. As it is 
usually interpreted, the story is legally implausible and chronologically 

impossible. Moreover, the episode was not included in the edition of 

the Ath.Pol. known to Plutarch, for he makes no mention of it even 

12 On the anachronism cf Kahrstedt (supra n.O 207; Hansen, Eisangelia 56f; and 
Rhodes, Commentary ad 8.4. Most authors seem inclined to accept the substance of 
Aristotle's testimony, if not the letter. On the teleological perspective, J. J. Keaney, 
"The Structure of Aristotle's Athenaion Politeia," HSCP 67 (1963) 115-46 (esp. 
120-31), has argued that the reforms of Ephialtes were central to the second of three 
divisions in the A th. Pol. , concerned with the triumph of the demos over the Are
opagus. 

13 On archaic tyranny law and fourth-century tradition see M. Ostwald, "The Athe
nian Law against Tyranny and Subversion," TAPA 86 (1955) 103-28. The authenticity 
of Solon's laws in the Ath.Pol. has been argued, in regard to 8.4, most recently by 
Rhodes, JHS (supra n.2) 103f, and Hansen, JHS (supra n.2) 90f. Cf E. Ruschen
busch, I:OAONOI: NOMOI (Historia Einzelschr. 9 [1966]) 1-10. For the wording of 
conspiracy charges cf Plut. Sol. 19.3-4, oaot eg 'Apeiov 7Ta-yOV ... em TVpavvi& E1>eV
')'0 v; A th. Pol. 16.10, eav Ttve,> TvpavvE'v e7TaVUTTWVTat; 25.3, avvUTTa,.uvov<; em 
KaTa~Vaet rTl'> 7TO~tTEi.a,>. 
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where it is pertinent to his narrative and where he cites the Ath.Pol. 

among his sources.14 It is obviously a later addition, and again under
lines the discrepancy among Aristotle's sources: in the earlier mate

rial, as we have seen, the Areopagites were guardians of the constitu

tional order by ancient right; in Ath.Pol. 25 the guardianship of the 

constitution is based upon "assumed" powers (TO: €7TifJETU). 
Ath.Pol. 25.2 tells us that Ephialtes first removed many Areopagites 

by bringing charges "concerning their administration" (1TEpi TOlV Bt

Ct>K'YIf..tEVWV), and afterward, in the archonship of Conon, deprived the 
Areopagus of the assumed powers by which the Areopagites had 

exercised guardianship of the constitution. Ephialtes (not himself an 
Areopagite) accomplished this end "with the complicity of Themisto

cles" ((]"l)vatTLOV YEVOf..tEVOV 0Ef..tt(TTOKAEOV~, 25.3), "who was a mem

ber of the Areopagus" (archon eponymos, 493). This detail suggests 

that Themistocles was involved in the first phase of Ephialtes' cam
paign, when he removed many Areopagites by prosecution 7TEpi TOlV 

BtCt>K'YIf..tEVWV, since, as we have seen, there is no indication that the 

demos had yet gained the right to intervene in the internal account
ings; charges against members of the Areopagus must still have been 
introduced by Areopagite prosecutors. The author seems to confuse 

the sequence of events and the procedures involved: the next detail, 

Ef..tEA.A.E Be KPLVEU"(Jat f..tl'lBtU"f..tov, suggests that the incident that follows 

is meant to come shortly before the treason trial of Themistocles (eis

angelia prodosias); but from other references it seems certain that he 

was prosecuted for medism in absentia, subsequent to his ostracism 
(471), in 467/6.15 Since the account in Ath.Pol. 25.3-4 is clearly a late 

addition to the text, we should carefully reconsider the conclusions 

14 The chronological impossibility of this anecdote was first observed by Theodore 
Reinach, REG 4 (891) 143-58 (esp. 149-51). Various solutions have been offered: V. 
von Schoeffer, in Bursian's Jahresbericht 83 (895) 333[' hinted that the episode refers 
to an earlier phase of Ephialtes' campaign, but his suggestion has not been followed; P. 
N. Ure, JHS 41 (1921) 165-78, suggested that Themistocles, ostracized in 474 or 473, 
returned from exile to attack the Areopagus in 463; see also J. E. Sandys, Aristotle's 

Constitution of A thens 2 (London 1912) 107f. More recently Mabel Lang noted that the 
episode is credible only if we place it in 470 or shortly before; "this collaboration must 
have taken place before the ostracism [in 470] ... and provides a likely basis for the 
ostracism itself": GRBS 8 (1967) 273. Rhodes himself cites the episode as evidence of 
a kind, Commentary 319f and JHS (supra n.2) 105. That the episode is a late insertion 
absent in the ancient edition that Plutarch consulted is indicated by Them. 10.6, Per. 

lO.8. Wilamowitz, Aristoteles und Athen I (Berlin 1893) 140-42, suggested that Plu
tarch's silence shows his discretion (rather than a different text); recognizing that the 
episode was inserted out of chronological order, he nonetheless rejected the "fable" on 
chronological grounds. 

15 For the date and details of Themistocles' trial for medism see Diod. 11.54; Han
sen, Eisangelia 70; but cf Rhodes, Historia 19 (1970) 392-99. 
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that have been drawn from the connecting statements (2-3).16 In 
the episode that follows, the author seems to assume that the Are
opagus controlled conspiracy trials until Themistocles betrayed their 
trust. 

The essence of the episode is this: Themistocles warned Ephialtes 
that a faction in the Areopagus intended to arrest him, and to the 
Areopagites, in turn, he gave information implicating Ephialtes in a 

conspiracy; he led deputies to arrest Ephialtes, who took refuge at 
an altar nearby; the Council of Five Hundred took cognizance and 

brought the case before the people. According to the Ath.Pol., the 
purpose of this stratagem was to overturn the political authority of the 

Areopagus (/3ovAO/J-EVOIi BE Ka'TaAvfJijVat 'Tr,v /3oVAr,V ... ECJJIi 1TEptEi

AOV'TO awwv 'Tr,v Bv vap,t V ); apparently the council accomplished this 
end by discrediting the Areopagites as 'guardians of the constitution' 
in eisangeliai. Hansen, however, has argued convincingly that in the 
early fifth century the ecclesia and the council already held official 
jurisdiction in eisangeliai; 17 it is thus unlikely that the sovereignty of 
the Areopagus depended upon their role in this procedure. 

Another version of the incident, found in the hypothesis to Isocra
tes' Areopagiticus, gives a more plausible motive and suggests a 
clearer explanation of the procedure: 

'Ecpc,&A.'TTl~ Tt~ Kat eEJ.UlTTOKAij~ XPEWUTOVVTE~ Tfi 1TOAEL xp7Jf.UXTa 
, ,~, d , , ~, t ''Ap 1""\ , "~ .. '. 

KaL ELuOTE~ OTt, Eav uLKarrWULV Ot E01Ta'YtTaL, 1TaVT~ a1TOuw-
,... "." "\ d " , 

rrovrrt, KaTaAvrraL aVTO~ E1TEwav 'TTlV 1TOI\.LV, OVT~ OV1T~ TtVO~ 

JJlAAOVTO~ Kpt8ijvat (0 'ApWTOTEATI~ AE'YEt EV Tfj 1TOAtTE0 TWV 

'Afh,vaUJJv OTt Kat 0 eEJ.UlTTOKAij~ aiTto~ ~V JLT, 1TCivTa 8LKa(ELV 

\''Ap ') ~ "8 \ • ~, , \" " , 
TOV~ E01Ta'YLTa~· uTi EV jLEV, ~ uL aVTOV~ TOVTO 1TOtOVVTE~, TO 

8' aATI(JE~ 8"a TOWO 1TavTa KaTarrKEva(ovTE~. 

16 Reinach (supra n.14) first suggested that the story was derived from a second 
source and inserted after 25.2, before the last sentence of 25.4 (murder of Ephialtes), 
which has no connection with this episode but follows closely the conclusion of 25.2 
(dissolution of the assumed powers of the Areopagus in 462/1). More recently J. H. 
Schreiner, SymbOslo Suppl. 21 (1968) 63-71, has attributed 25.1-2 to Cleidemus, and 
this episode (which certainly portrays the democratic reformers in no favorable light) to 

Androtion. 
17 Of six eisangeliai in the early fifth century (against Phrynichus, Miltiades, Themis

tocles, and Cimon), all appear to have been tried before the ecc/esia or the court of the 
people. Hansen argues that these trials were initiated in the ecc/esia (Eisangelia 19, 52, 
69), assuming that classical eisangelia was first established by Cleisthenes as a province 
of the new boule and the assembly. Rhodes objects that we have no evidence that 
Cleisthenes tampered with the Areopagus in any way, and seems inclined to assume 
that some of these eisangeliai were tried before the courts on appeal from the Areopa
gus (Boule 199-207). Sealey (supra n.2) 130-33 reasonably assumed that the Solonian 
guarantee of ec/>Eut .. EL<; 'TO atKaurr/pwlI also applied in eisangelia, and that the "transfer 
of jurisdiction" developed "by practice and custom without statutory change." 
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Although the Ath.Pol. is cited to confirm Themistoc1es' responsibility, 

the scholiast seems unfamiliar with the historical role of Ephialtes, 

whom he introduces as 'Ecf>WATl1~ TIS (and who is never mentioned 
by name in the corpus of Isocrates) .18 Their motive, he contends, was 

to evade debts to the state, and "in fact they contrived the whole 

incident on this account [to avoid prosecution]"; their objective was 
reform of the Areopagite accountings, oihw~ OiJ7TW~ TtVO~ 1.d.AAovTO~ 

KpdJfjvat. Thus the hypothesis gives a very different account of the 
incident. It seems certain that the reference to the Ath.Pol. was added 

by a second hand: after the parenthesis, the explanation "as though 
indeed doing this on their account" (W~ St' aVTov~ TOVTO 1TOLOVVTE~ 

KTA.) is grammatically and logically dependent upon the main sen

tence, KaTaAvcrat aVTov~ E1TEtUaV TT,V 1TOAtV. Apparently the original 

author of the hypothesis had not drawn directly upon the Aristotelian 

account; instead, it has been suggested, both versions derive from 

the same source.l9 

Of the two, the hypothesis to Isoc. 7 gives a more credible picture 

of the methods by which Ephialtes began his campaign, by prose
cuting prominent Areopagites for their administrative performance 

(Ath.Pol. 25.2): he could not have initiated prosecution in the Are

opagite accountings without the support of a member such as Them

istodes; and on such charges (relating to official misconduct) he 

could not have brought the Areopagites to trial before the people 
without reform of the accountings. In this chapter of the Ath.Pol. 

(25.3-4), the scenario depends upon the author's view of the rightful 
role of the Areopagus in treason trials, based upon Solon's law (8.4) 

for eisangelia against conspirators bTl, KaTaAVUE(. TOV S.,-]/J-ov. It seems 

to be assumed that such cases were initiated and tried within the 
jurisdiction of the Areopagus until the demos intervened through 
Ephialtes' reform. In the scholiast's version (hyp. Isoc. 7) Themisto

des and Ephialtes must first bring to an end the autonomy of the 

Areopagus in the accountings of their own members; in the Aristo-

18 V. Rose, Aristoteles Pseudepigraphus (Leipzig 1863) 423, dated the hypothesis to 
the sixth century A.D., regarded it as a confused paraphrase of the A th. Pol. (before the 
London papyrus was published), and assumed that the scribe had mistaken Pericles for 
Themistocles. 1 have followed the text given in Isocratis Orationes 2 I, edd. G. E. Bense
ler and F. Blass (Leipzig 1888) lvi, which includes some emendation; cf Sandys (supra 

n.14) 107, and W. Dindorf, Scholia in Aeschinem et Isocratem (Oxford 1852) 111. 
Where Blass reads EclV BtKaUwaw, the MS. has EclV BtKau8Wow: "realizing that, if the 
Areopagites were prosecuted, they would (be forced to) give up all authority." 

19 See Schreiner (supra n.16) 68-71, who suggested that hypo Isoc. 7 represents a 
more radical version of Androtion's account, and that the version in Ath.Pol. 25.3-4 

shows some intent to balance a patently hostile treatment. 
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telian account the Areopagites are deprived of the ancient authority 
in eisangeliai for conspiracy that Solon himself had made law. 

In general, then, the author of the Ath.Pol. tends to disregard the 
oligarchic character of the ancient Areopagus,20 in favor of the 'guar

dians of the constitution' who played so important a role in the crises 

of his own time, and in this view he follows the popular ideology of 
Isocrates' Areopagiticus and the Atthis of Androtion.21 In regard to 

specific rules of procedure, the Aristotelian account of the patrios 
politeia seems to reflect the recent reform of political trials involving 

eisangelia and apophasis. 

II. Apophasis 

The conservative ideology expressed in Isocrates' Areopagiticus and 

the pragmatic policies of Eubulus suggest plausible motives for a 
series of procedural reforms in the mid-fourth century. Eisangeliai 
were no longer tried before the ecc/esia: by the new procedure of apo
phasis, charges of treason and corruption -ordinarily debated in the 

council and assembly through eisangeliai-were investigated in the 

Areopagus and tried in the court. These reforms saved some of the 
cost of proceedings in eisangelia before the full assembly, and re

stored authority to a venerable court whose members had gained 

experience and proved their character in office as archons.22 The date 

and occasion of each of these changes has been determined only 

within broad termini: we know of no eisangelia tried before the full 
assembly after 36211; 23 the Areopagiticus provides a terminus post quem 

for the restoration of impeachment proceedings to the Areopagus, 
since the author of that partisan pamphlet could not have failed to 

20 Ruschenbusch, Innenpolitik (supra n.2) 18, pointed out that the selection of ar
chons by lot from among the pentacosiomedimni and hippeis, beginning in 487, strength
ened aristocratic interests in the Areopagus. It is likely that sortition from the upper 
classes brought about a realignment within the Areopagus that may have provoked the 
attack of Themistocles and Ephialtes described in A th. Pol. 25.3-4 and hypo Isoc. 7. 
Against the notion that the stature of the archons and the Areopagus declined dras
tically after 487 as the power of the demos advanced, see E. Badian, Antichthon 5 
(971) 1-34, esp. 10-21. 

21 For the importance of Androtion in the Ath.Pol. and the Atthidographic tradition 
on the Areopagus, see L. Pearson, The Local Historians of Attica (Philadelphia 1942) 
81-86; and Jacoby, FGrHist IIIB Suppl. 1 (954) 112-17; c/ Rhodes, Commentary 

17-21. 
22 On the reform of eisangelia see Hansen, Eisangelia 53-57, and, regarding the con

nection with apophasis, 39f and 56f. 
23 Lipsius (supra n.3) 188-92; c/ Hansen, Eisangelia 51-54. 
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mention so congenial a reform if it had been recent. The earliest case 
to which we have any clear reference is that against one Antiphon for 
plotting to destroy the dockyard. The trial is dated ten years after the 
Areopagiticus, and the conflicting testimonia, fifteen and twenty years 
after the event, are difficult to reconcile.24 

In the case against Antiphon, as in other cases described in our 
sources as apophaseis, it is difficult to determine what procedure was 
followed to initiate the investigation. In Dinarchus 1.50, 55 (iyifra), we 
are told that impeachment before the Areopagus could be initiated by 

either of two procedures: by decree of the ecc/esia or by the Areopa
gites on their own initiative. No one, however, has addressed the ques
tion whether the two procedures were introduced together or at differ

ent times to meet different demands. It is generally assumed that these 
were alternate procedures, by which the Areopagus had regained broad 

jurisdiction over all Athenians against any violation of law; but the 
evidence suggests that the two procedures were not invoked against 
the same offenses nor available in all instances. Because the Areopagus 
held jurisdiction in many areas, however, it is difficult in some in
stances to decide whether the case was prosecuted as an impeachment 
for treason or corruption, or investigated on other grounds.25 

It is generally assumed that the apophasis against Antiphon began 
with investigation by the Areopagus on its own initiative.26 In Dem. 

18.133 we are told that Antiphon, who had been deprived of citizen
ship (in the diapsephisis of 346) and had promised Philip to set fire to 
the dockyards, was arrested by Demosthenes and brought before the 
ecc/esia (by eisangelia or apagoge) .27 In the ecc/esia the charges were 

24 On the date of the case against Antiphon, see H. Wankel, Demosthenes, Rede fur 
den Kranz II (Heidelberg 1976) 722-24; but cf R. Sealey, AlP 79 (1958) 72 and CP 

59 (1964) 12. Cf A. D. Schaefer, Demosthenes und seine Zeit2 II (Leipzig 1885) 369-
72. It is tempting to connect this Antiphon with the family of Timocrates and Polyeuc
tus; on the latter see J. K. Davies, Athenian Propertied Families (Oxford 1971) 513f 
(13772). Antiphon, the father of Timocrates (whom Demosthenes accused as a state 
debtor, 24.200f), would have been in his late eighties in 346/5; but perhaps a son or 
nephew of Timocrates was Demosthenes' adversary in this case. 

25 The Areopagus retained right of initiative in several areas of jurisdiction, including 
arson (7TVpKaia<;) , assault (TpavIWToc; EK 7TPOVOiaC;) , and homicide; cf Kahrstedt 
(supra n.l) 212. It is sometimes suggested that right of initiative in the investigation of 
political offenses was reaffirmed by the decree of 403 cited in Andoc. 1.84, but we 
know of no instance until the 340's; cf Smith (supra n.l) 71, and Sealey, CP 59 

(1964) 11-14; but see at n.36 infra the discussion of Andoc. 1.81-84. 
26 MacDowell (supra n.3) 191; cf Sealey (supra n.25) 12; Smith (supra n.l) 78. 

Some have suggested that the charge of arson was 'trumped up' precisely because such 
offenses were within the jurisdiction of the Areopagus; cf F. Wust, MUnchener His

torische Abhandlungen 1.14 (1938) 51. 
27 Hansen, Apagoge, Endeixis and Ephegesis (Odense 1976) 136f, includes this case in 

his catalogue of apagoge and related procedures, although he concedes that eisangelia is 
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dismissed (in the debate on decree for trial) through the arguments 
of Aeschines. In Demosthenes' view, "had not the council of the 
Areopagus taken cognizance and reopened the investigation ... he 
would have been released without trial ... by this solemn-sounding 
advocate (Aeschines)."28 In Din. 1.63, however, the speaker suggests 
that Demosthenes, in the case against Antiphon as in many others, 
initiated the investigation; and the scholiast on Dem. 18.133 regarded 
Demosthenes as responsible.29 

The connection between Antiphon's execution and Demosthenes' 
campaign against the party of Aeschines is evident in the section that 
follows (Dem. 18.134, 'TOI:yapovv ... ), and it seems likely that the 
case against Antiphon was reopened in connection with a special 
scrutiny of Aeschines in the Areopagus. Aeschines had been nom
inated to negotiate claims with Delos as syndikos in the Amphictyonic 
Council. Demosthenes proposed that the Areopagus review the quali
fications of the nominees; the Areopagus rejected Aeschines and 
recommended Hyperides.30 From Dem. 18.134 it is clear that their 
own investigation led them to disqualify Aeschines, at a time when 
the evidence against Antiphon was not as yet common knowledge. In 
their report to the ecc/esia rejecting Aeschines (for "not speaking in 
the best interest"), the Areopagus cited charges against Antiphon, 
which led to a decree for trial; the Areopagites did not give final 
verdict but brought the case before the people (E1TaV7}yaYEv we; 
vJUie;). The charges against Antiphon would then have been included 
in the report of the Areopagus against Aeschines, the apophasis 

proper, just as in the Harpalus affair the Areopagus reported all those 
implicated (see discussion infra and n.46). The two hearings, against 
Aeschines and Antiphon, can be dated from other references to the 

a possible alternative. In the latter procedure, he argues, the arrest would not have 
been left to a private citizen, and there is "nothing to support Schaefer's assumption 
(IF 370) that Demosthenes was performing a public charge." 

28 18.133: Kai El f.LTj 'ri {30VATj 'ri E~ 'APEiov 1T(xyov TO 7rpayf.L' ain80,."EvTJ Kat . .. E7rE~7}

TTJUE TOV av8pW'TTov ... E~p7raUT' av <> TOLOWO~ Kai TO ~iKTJV ~OVVaL ~La~V~ E~E7rE-

7rEf.L1T'T' av lnrO TOV UEf.LVOAOyoV TOVTovi. On the procedures cf. Wankel (supra n.24) 
716-20. 

29 Dindorf, Demosthenes VIII 0850 310.4-9: TOtyapovv El~v'ia Tawa 'ri {3oVATj 'ri E~ 
'APEWV 7rayov (TVva1T'TEt Kai ETEPOV 7roAiTEV,."a rii~ {3ovAii~ ElJKaLPW<; KaT' Aluxivov 
AEYOf.LEVOV ... {va yap f.LTj 80~ xapm !1TJf.LOU8EVOV~ YEYOVEVaL TO TOV 'AVTtcpWVTO~ 
Ein&YEt TTjv {3oVATjV avTTjv Ka8' avr'1}v, OVK EK TOV P7}TOpO~ KaTaytvWa-Kovuav. Kahr
stedt, however, discounts the scholiast's interpretation (supra n.l: 221 and n.65). 

30 On the connection between the apophasis against Antiphon and the investigation 
of Aeschines, see Wankel (supra n.24) 727-29. Despite Dem. 18.134, it seems certain 
that the Areopagites were not authorized to elect the syndikos outright, but must sub
mit their nominee to the demos for confirmation; cf. Plut. Phoc. 16.3 and n.35 infra. 
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same period, in 346/5 or soon after. From Aeschines' own com
ments, it is possible to conclude that the first defense of Antiphon 
may have preceded the dokimasia of Timarchus (in which Aeschines 
had high praise for the traditions of the Areopagus); but the scrutiny 
of Aeschines as syndikos and the condemnation of Antiphon almost 
certainly followed the speech against Timarchus.31 If the apophasis 

against Antiphon WCiS initiated in this way, it should be regarded as 
apophasis 'by decree', rather than 'on initiative' of the Areopagus. 

Demosthenes' decree for the special scrutiny of Aeschines (346/5) 

may have been justified on ancient precedent and by the unquestioned 
jurisdiction of the Areopagus in religious issues. Any legal action 
involving Delos and the Amphictyonic Council would come within 
this religious jurisdiction. It is likely that Demosthenes cited the de
cree of Teisamenus of 403 (though long in abeyance), which had 

given the Areopagus special powers to safeguard the constitution.32 No 
doubt he recalled the traditional role of the Areopagus as 'guardian of 
the laws' in the accountings of public officials under the patrios politeia. 

On this basis Demosthenes may have introduced the new procedure 
in apophasis by decree without legislative review (nomothesia). On 
such precedent he continued to invoke the new procedure in the 
prosecution of his political adversaries, and he relied upon his sup
porters in the Areopagus to block charges against him.33 

In the same period Proxenus, the general of 347/6 (PA 12270), 
was prosecuted before the Areopagus; although he was arrested and 
held in custody, he was probably acquitted.34 While we have no 

31 See Wankel (supra n.24) 729; Wust (supra n.26) 48f suggested that the condemna
tion of Antiphon may have come before the trial of Timarchus, but he was forced to 
assume that Aeschines' praise of the Areopagus (1.92) is ironic. For my suggestion 
that the apophasis against Antiphon was included in the findings of the Areopagus in 
their investigation of Aeschines, compare the apophasis in the Harpalus affair, in which 
some suspects were identified in the decree but the Areopagus reported all those impli
cated; see discussion at n.46 infra. 

32 It is often assumed that the procedure for apophasis Kant 7rPOO'Ta~LV was pre
scribed by statute, but there is no reason to suppose that an enabling act was needed 
for the ecclesia to commission investigations by the Areopagus. On the religious juris
diction see Smith (supra n.1) 77; on the decree of Teisamenus in Andoc. 1.84, see 
Kahrstedt (supra n.1) 217f; but cf n.36 infra. 

33 Cf Din. 1.7-8, 7ro~~a 7rPOTEPOV nov KOtVWV EK£/'V"{/ ~TjTE'iV 7rpoO'£Ta~aTE " . 7rO~

~ov~ aviJpTjKa~ ail Ta'i~ TIi~ f3ov~ij~ iuxvp«;,o/MVO~ a7rocJxiO'£O'Lv. Evidently an earlier 
investigation was decreed against Demosthenes himself ca 335 (Din. 1.10-11), but 
never came to trial. On the view that apophasis was introduced as a political Werkzeug 
by Demosthenes against Aeschines, see Wust (supra n.26) 51. 

34 Hansen, Eisangelia 63; Proxenus has been identified as the descendant of Har
modius mentioned in Din. 1.62 (cf schol. Oem. 19.280). Schaefer (supra n.24) 369f 
disputes the responsibility of Demosthenes in the prosecution of Proxenus, whom he 
calls "ein Gesinnungsgenosse des D."; as no mention is made of misconduct he as-
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reference to the specific charges, it is likely that he was accused in 

connection with his command at Oreus and his responsibility to 
transport the second embassy to Philip late in the spring of 346. As 
he was not charged in the regular accounting later the same year, we 
should assume that this prosecution before the Areopagus came soon 
afterward, no later than 344/3. This special investigation was initiated 

by decree (Kara 7T'pourayf.UX); again, this prosecution can be seen as 
part of a campaign against those accused of acting against Athenian 

national interests. 
The Areopagus was commissioned to undertake yet another special 

scrutiny in 338 when Charidemus was nominated to take command 

after Chaeronea (Plut. Phoc. 16). As in the investigation of Aes
chines as syndikos, the Areopagites rejected the people's nominee and 

recommended another, Phocion, who was then confirmed by vote of 
the ecc/esia .35 

These three verdicts are the earliest apophaseis that can be dated 
with any confidence, and they all represent special investigations of 

public officials, corresponding to scrutinies (dokimasiai) and final ac
countings (euthynai) before the Council of Five Hundred under or
dinary procedures. All three were initiated by decree of the ecc/esia 

(Kara 7T'poura~(,JI ) , not by the Areopagites themselves. The case 
against Antiphon was reopened in connection with the special scru

tiny of Aeschines, and the report of the Areopagus in this instance is 

not to be confused with the special investigations of treasonous 

offenses after Chaeronea. In the years after the Peace of Philocrates 
the Areopagites were given official jurisdiction governing the conduct 

of public officials, and within this jurisdiction they were once again 
regarded as 'guardians of the laws'. 

In the second procedure, apophasis 'on initiative' of the Areopagus 

(a~ 7T'POEAOp,EV"fl), the Areopagites seem to serve as a standing 
committee for investigation of public wrongs and to exercise right of 
initiative, to act without decree of the people: therefore it seems 

likely that this procedure was introduced separately, and the innova-

sumes that the investigation was on the order of a financial accounting. We may con
clude that he was fined (or acquitted), for he was active again in public life, as tri
erarch, in 34211. 

35 Plut. Phoc. 16.3: 'YEIIO~VT/~ BE rii~ TiT'TT/~ Kai TWII ()OPV{301rOWJ/I Kai IIEWTEPWTWII 

Ell ClUTEt T()II Xapi&rjf.tOII iAKOIITWII bri TO f3i11.£lX Kai UTpaT'Tl'YEtll a~WVIITWII, e4Jof3,y,

o-r,uall oi f3EATWTOt, Kai rr,II e~ 'ApEiov 1Ta-yov {3ovAT,V EXOVTE~ EV Tci' B,y,~ l'lEOJ,UVOt 

Kai OOKPVOllTE<; ~At~ E1TEwall e1TtTpEljJat T4J c:l>WKl.wllt ,",II 17'6Atll. It is likely that oi {3EA

TWTOt were represented by Demosthenes (whose speech 23, Against Aristocrates, op
posed special protections for Charidemus). 
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tion may have taken the form of a statute of procedural law (by 
nomothesia). It is sometimes suggested that the decree of Teisamenus 
(403) had restored to the Areopagus broad investigative powers, and 

this was the legal basis for apophaseis on initiative in the later fourth 
century; but from the wording of the decree and its context in An

docides 1.81-84, it seems more likely that the extraordinary powers 
were valid only for the period of transition.36 Isocrates 7 suggests that 
the Areopagus had taken no part in political trials in recent memory, 

and we know of no other reference to right of initiative by the Are
opagites in apophasis until some years after the decree for Aeschines' 
scrutiny and the apophasis against Antiphon. 

The testimony most often cited for the procedure and the jurisdic
tion of the Areopagus in apophasis 'on initiative' is Din. 1.62: 

aAAa IJ.:r"" 1Tponpoll Eypatlla() 0"1.1, ciJ !1T1J."ocr8EllE(), KaTa 1TeXllTWll 
, '~"\ \ ''A8' ,,.. "c ''Ap , TOVTWll Kat TWll a/\,/\,Wll TI"atW" KVptall ELllat 'T"f/ll E." ELOV 

, f3"\ \ , , \" r'I 

1Tayov OV/\,TI" KOAaU"at TOll 1Tapa TOV" ll0J."OV" 1TATlJ."J."EAOVllTa, 

XPWJ."EllTlll TO'i'~ 1TaTpi;Jot~ llOJ."Ot~· Kat 1TapEBwKa~ a1J Kat EllEXeLpt

U"a .. T~ll 1TOALlJ a1TaU"all TaVTy/. 

According to the speaker's paraphrase, the Areopagus had been re
stored to their ancient sovereignty in the prosecution of political 

offenses~ but it is unclear precisely how that jurisdiction was defined 
in Demosthenes' decree and for what period these special powers 

were valid. The speaker's hyperbole has led some to suppose that the 

Areopagites were given the authority to investigate any Athenian for 

any alleged violation, that this ordinance was valid for an indefinite 
period and was the legal basis for apophaseis on initiative.37 From the 

following examples, however, it seems certain that the speaker refers 

not to a single statute conferring unlimited jurisdiction, but to a 
legislative agenda leading to the martial-law decree after Chaeronea 
(62f) : 

36 1.84: bmMv BE TE(JWUW Ot VOj.WL, E7TLI-UAEiu(Jw iJ /3ovATj iJ Et 'APEiov 1Tayov TWV 

vop.wv, 01TCJJ<; av at apxai TOt(j KEL~VOL(j VOj.WL(j XpWVTaL. C. Hignett, History of the 
Athenian Constitution (Oxford 1952) 200, argued that this clause was part of the provi
sional constitution, later abridged. D. M. MacDowell, Andokides on the Mysteries (Ox
ford 1962) 124f, objects unconvincingly that "the words E1TELBav BE TE(JWuLV Ot VOj.WL 

are virtually an explicit statement that the guardianship of the laws by the Areopagus 
was to be part of the permanent constitution." On the contrary, the specific office 01TW<; 

av at apxai TOt(j KELJ,.LEVOL(j VOJ,.LOL(j XPWVTat can only be valid for the transition govern
ment of the Twenty (Andoc. 1.81-82); "after the revision of the laws was completed" 
they were to stand their accountings before the Areopagus; afterward, under the re
vised constitution, the regular machinery for euthynai (Ath.Pol. 45.2) was restored. 

37 See Hansen's comment, Eisangelia 18: "A decree proposed and carried by Demos
thenes authorized the Areopagus to pass sentence on all criminals brought before it"; 
but cl Hansen, GRBS (supra n.3) 39. See also Thalheim (supra n.O 631f. 
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, 8 1""\ '\', A... ,,... ,.., , , 
Kat 'TE vacTt Ka'Ta 'TO uov 1/JT/'I"'Uf.Ul Bvo 'TWV 1TOAt'Twv, 1Ta'TT'lP Kat 

, , '"' 8' " , , '" , ',", 'IJ-. " ',I,.' 'Ap '"" 
Vto~, 1Tapauo EV'TE~ 'Tep E1Tt 'Tep opVYf.Ul'Tt' EoEv" 'TWV a'll j.LOutoV 

yEyovchwv El~ Ka'T(l 'TO uov 1TpOU'Tayf.Ul' EU'Tpef3Awuav 'Av'TtcpWvTa 
, , , "'" " f.1~ \" ',I,.,! 8' 'I:' Kat a1TEK'TEtvaV OV'TOt rn 'TT'I~ fJVVI\.T/~ a1T0'/"A-UEt 1TEtU EV'TE~' E."E-

f3aAE~ crV 'Apx'ivov ... E1Tt 1Tpooou0 Ka'Tcl 'T(l~ TIj~ f3oVAfj~ a1To

cJxiUEt~ Kat 'TtJ.UJJpia~. 

For rhetorical emphasis, the speaker has cited cases initiated by three 
separate decrees (not one decree, as it is often assumed), involving 
not only proceedings in apophaseis 'by decree' and 'on initiative' but 
also the emergency powers for arrest and immediate execution, con
ferred upon the Areopagus in the crisis after Chaeronea.38 The case 
against Antiphon, as we have seen, was probably reopened in the 
investigation of Aeschines; the case against Proxenus, "a descendant 
of Harmodius," was initiated by a separate prostagma; the execution 
of "two citizens, father and son," was warranted under martial law; 
the last case, against one Archinus (or Charinus) iTri 11"po8ou~, was 
probably tried by the Areopagus under martial law, for the speaker 
stresses "the council's verdict and penalty." Although the latter in
vestigations were initiated in the Areopagus (by Demosthenes' de
cree and at his instigation), they constitute a separate series of pro
ceedings under martial law, distinct from the regular procedure which 
the speaker later describes as apophasis "on initiative of the Areopa
gus" (ail", 11"POEAOJL€VT]). 

The regular procedure for apophasis on initiative was probably 
adopted in the same period (soon after Chaeronea) as an internal 
investigation of members of the Areopagus. Isocrates (7.38) sug
gests that there had not been any recent prosecution or expulsion of 
Areopagites, and there is no clear reference to any such case in 
the period 355-339/8. The speaker of Din. 1 mentions three cases 
of this kind as though alluding to recent and familiar incidents.39 At 
1.50 and 55 the speaker describes the two initiating procedures as 
follows: 

38 Lycurg. Leocr. 52, cf Din. 1.83; see MacDowell (supra n.3) 191. 
39 In Din. 1.56, the speaker refers to "the theft of the ferryman's fare, receiving the 

five-drachma allowance under false pretences," etc. 
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The phrase TO: ,,/E,,/EVTJ/-LEVa 7Tap' aVTOt~ aBt.K'l],."aTa suggests that the 
second procedure, apophasis on initiative, ordinarily involved charges 

against members of the Areopagus initiated by their colleagues acting 
ex officio. In this regard apophasis on initiative resembles the account
ing of bouleutai in the boule, and recalls the supervisory authority 

that the Areopagus had held over their own members under the 
patrios politeia.40 From the examples given in Din. 1, this internal in
vestigation appears to be essentially a procedure for holding Areopa
gites to account, even for trivial offenses (1.56): 

, ,t""" , ' ''''\.' £j' r ' TOV 7Tap aVTWV a7TO(FTEp1J(FaVTa TO vavl\.ov TOV 7TopuJLEa ",1JJLL.W-

(Fa(Fa 7TPO~ V,.w.~ Ct7TEo/riV€" 7TaALV TOV rr,v 7TEV'TEBpa)(J.Liav E7Ti 'TeP 

TOV JLii 7TapOVTO<; OVOJLaTt. 'Aalkiv cX~t.c::xraVTa, Kat TOVTOV VJ,UV cX7TE-
A-". \" ,~,,, i: ., A ro ' , \.' ,., 

"""VE, Kat TOV T1JV JLEpwa T1JV E", ~ELOV 7Tayov TOI\.JL1J(FaVT a7TO-
~, il \ \' \, \ , r ' , 'l:' a \ 
uO(Fuat. 7Tapa 'Ta VOJLL.JLa TOV aVTOV 'Tp07TOV ",1JJLL.W(Fa(F E",E/JaI\.E. 

These examples are meant to show the strict code of the Areopagites, 
often compromised by the mercy of the court. The last phrase, TOV 

aVTov TP01TOV 'TJ/-LuO(Fau' EgE~aAE, suggests that the other cases also 
involved fining and expulsion of members~ trial before the court of 
the people was essentially an appeal procedure. The speaker acknowl
edges that such cases seem insignificant, and he seems to suggest 
that in them the juries had become indifferent to the verdict of the 
Areopagus. In one of the most surprising arguments in all Attic 
oratory, he concedes that these apophaseis by the Areopagites on 
their own initiative had become notorious as a means of bringing 

frivolous prosecutions: 7TOAAOV~ 7) {JOVA,ry O:1T01TEQ)(X'YKEV o:StKEtV TOV 

SiiJ.Lov, ot.' O:1To1TEcpElryacTtv ElnEA8ovTE~ El~ TO StKaCTT11Pwv, Kat 7} 

{JOVA", €1T' €viwv TO 1TEJ.t1TTOV J.LEpO~ oir J.tETEiA'r/cpe TWV 1fJ-rlc!xvv (54). 

But this argument leads to an interesting constitutional principle: 
acquittals in such cases do not discredit the Areopagus but simply 
show the mercy of the court. In principle the jury trial is regarded as 
a hearing for sentence~ the Areopagites have convicted the accused, 
the court determines whether the penalties prescribed are deserved. 41 

In the late 330's prosecutors in eisangeliai were subject to the same 
penalties as applied in graphai for failure to receive one fifth of the 

40 Smith (supra n.O 76 and others assumed that this authority to prosecute and expel 
members was never denied to the Areopagus, although by the fourth century appeal to 
the court was guaranteed. Under archaic procedure, surely, the Areopagus exercised 
authority to expel and iJenalize its own members (c! Kahrstedt [supra n.ll 214); but 
Isoc. 7.38 suggests that this form of internal investigation had been seldom invoked, 
and indeed we know of no instance before 346/5. 

41 C! Din. 1.55-59. The principle is summarized as follows: TO f./.-EV yap aA:T/(JE<; rfi 
/3oVAfj 1Tpouuax8T/ ~T/TELV, TO BE (]1)YYVWf./.-T/<; a~wv ... TO BLKClUn1PWV EKPLVE (59). 
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votes.42 As a new procedure against similar offenses, apophasis af
forded an alternate means of prosecuting partisan disputes without 
risking the fine for unwarranted prosecution. Rather than clear the 
docket of costly proceedings in the eeclesia, apophasis gave political 
adversaries greater access to legal action involving the assembly and 
the court. As a result, investigation in the Areopagus seems to have 
become a familiar tactic of Demosthenes to discredit his opponents: 
ef Din. 1.7-8 (supra n.33). 

The decrees for investigations of public officials by the Areopagus, 
to which the speaker refers, seem to be primarily concerned with 
charges of corruption or misuse of office by public officials (including 

private citizens acting in official capacity). The only prosecutions by 
apophasis KaTl:t 7TpoU"ragLv for treason (prodosias) , even by broad 
interpretation of that term, are to be dated to the period soon after 
338, when the Areopagus was given additional powers under martial 
law to try suspected traitors. It may be more than an accident in the 
transmission of the evidence that the only clear references to apo
phaseis prodosias by decree involve charges against Areopagites; the 
case against Polyeuctus involves charges of deserting the state in the 

crisis after Chaeronea; the apophasis was initiated in the eeclesia and 
public prosecutors were appointed.43 The case against Autolycus (Ly
curg. Leoer. 53) is parallel to the action against Polyeuctus and should 
be included here as an example of apophasis Kara 7TpoU"ragLv against 
Areopagites.44 The procedure in these cases, as in other apophaseis 
prodosias, was probably defined in legislation of the immediate post
Chaeronea period: we know of no apophaseis before Chaeronea initi
ated by decree concerning treason (as opposed to corruption or de-

42 Hansen, Eisangelia 30f. 
43 Among others whom the Areopagus reported for wrongdoing within its own mem

bership, hEPOV<; a8LKELv 7Tap' EavToL~ a7TOqn,vaUT/~ r7j~ {3ovAii~ (57), the speaker 
names Polyeuctus, who is probably the defendant addressed in Din. 1.100. The pro
ceedings were initiated, however, in the eeclesia: TOV 8-r1~v 7Tpo(J"T&~avTO~ ''YIr7jO"aL 
",V {3ovATjv, Ei O"VVEPXETaL TOL~ cfJv-ycXO"LV ... Kat ''I1TTjO"aO"av cl:7TocfJiivaL 7TPO~ v,.,.a~, 

a7TEqn,VEV 'Ij {3oVA7J O"VVtEVaL. KaT'l1-yOpov<; EiAEO"fJE KaTa T()V VO~V, Eini/AfJEV Ei~ T() 

8LKUO"T-rlPLOV (58). 
44 Autolycus, an Areopagite (Harp. s. Ii. "AvToAvKo~") who had sent his family out of 

the city to safety after Chaeronea, was condemned for treason "for fleeing the city in 
time of crisis" (Leoer. 53). The case against him is nowhere expressly defined as an 
apophasis, and Hansen, admitting the uncertainty, includes it among the eisangeiiai in 
his catalogue (104). The only evidence he can cite is Lycurgus' reference to the case as 
a precedent for his prosecution against Leocrates, which is generally regarded as an eis
angeiia; but the parallel between the two procedures (eisangelia to the assembly and 
council and apophasis by the Areopagus) is sufficient to permit the orator to regard 
conviction in one as precedent for another; Lycurgus suggests just such an analogy in 
the speech, Leoer. 12 and 52-53. 
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ception); and the only notable instance of apophasis KCX'TU 7TP0(F'TCXg/,v 

after the mid-330's, in the Harpalus affair, seems to have been initi
ated as an investigation of public officials on charges of corruption 
(dorodokias) rather than treason. It is possible that provision was 
made to initiate special investigations of Areopagites to balance their 

extraordinary powers. A similar safeguard is indicated in the law of 
Eucrates in the same period.45 

The Harpalus affair is our only well-documented case of apophasis 

by decree, and for the most part the evidence concerning procedure 
and the nature of the charges is unambiguous. All the defendants 
were prominent public officials or citizens acting in official capacity 

as rhetores. Evidently some suspects were named in the initiating 
decree, while others were named in the report of the Areopagus, 

the apophasis proper; all were charged with 8wpa Acx{3€LV KCX'Tll 'T11<; 

7raTpi8o<;.46 It is significant that the charges are nowhere defined as 
treason or conspiracy E7rt KCX'TCXA:V(FH, although the speaker would like 

to suggest a connection between the official charges and an imminent 
threat to the state. The nature of the charges is further confirmed by 
the penalties prescribed: for each conviction the ordinary penalty 
would have been a fine ten times the bribe rather than exile or exe
cution. An alternative penalty of death or exile may have been pro
posed, but, despite the speaker's cries for vengeance, it does not 
appear that the extreme penalty was seriously considered.47 Thus in 
regard to the nature of the charges and the penalties proposed, the 

45 SEG 12.87. See Benjamin Meritt, Hesperia 21 (1952) 355-59; cf Ostwald (supra 

n.l3) 119-28. For suspicion of partisanship in the Areopagus cf Din. 3.7, 11J(:VOE'i<; 

7TE7TOiT/Tat Ta<; Ct7TO</xXUEL<; ... ij 0' E~ 'APEiov 7TCXYOV Taifra 7TPOE'iTaL XaPLTO<; iJ AT/W 

p,<XTWV EVEKa; 1.7-10, KaTEtjJEVUTaL yap ij (3ovATj ... tjJEVOE'i<; Ct7TO</xXUH<; 7TE7TOiT/Tat; 62, 
qnJUH<; oMyapXLKTjv EtvaL; 2.2. 

46 Din. 1.60, 64, 67; Hyp. Dem. 21; cf Plut. Dem. 25f, Phac. 21.3. It is clear from all 
accounts that those under suspicion were rhetores, and it is likely that certain individ
uals were singled out for investigation under Demosthenes' decree; Din. 1.4, tjJT/cPtua

~vov TOl) O~f.WV ... EVPEtV TivE<; Eiut TWV PT/TOPWV oi TOAf.L~UavW; E7Tt flta/30Ai/ Kat 
KLVOVVCP Tij<; 7ToAEW<; XP~J.UXTa 7Tap' 'Ap7TCxAov Aa/3Etv . . . yp(Xt/Ja VTO<; . . . UOV Kat ETE
pWV 7ToAAwv, 'T/TEtV TTjv /3oVATjv 7TEpi aVTWV, We; avril 7TaTpLOV EUTtV; cf Hyp. Dem. 

34, Ttf.-LWpta<; Ka(J' aVTWV Kat 'T/~UH<; €ypacpov. See also Schaefer (supra n.24) III 
320-30. 

47Demosthenes was fined fifty talents (Plut. Dem. 26), although he had proposed 
the death penalty if he were himself convicted (Din. 1.8, 61); it is evident that the 
speaker's epithet 7TPOOO~<; is hyperbole rather than the wording of the charges (Din. 
1.66). The speaker also calls for the death penalty against Aristogiton (Din. 2.4). Dem

ades and Aristonicus were also convicted and fined. For the regular penalty of a ten
fold fine cf Din. 1.60, 2.17. Evidently Philocles (strategos) was deposed by apacheira

tonia, convicted and fined, but paid the fine or was exonerated and returned to public 
life; cf Oem. Ep. 3.31; J. A. Goldstein, The Letters of Demosthenes (New York 1968) 
276-81; and Hansen, Eisangelia 42f. 
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apophaseis in the Harpalus affair are best understood as prosecutions 
of public officials for corruption or wrongdoing in connection with 
their official duties; the role of the Areopagites in these cases is much 
the same as it had been in earlier special accountings of public officials. 

In response to a decree of the ecclesia (Din. 1.4), the Areopagus, 
after a lengthy investigation, submitted a list of indictments specify
ing only the amounts each suspect had received (Din. 1.51): Hyp. 

Dem. col. 6, ov8EJL0 11"poO"yeypacpEv 8u\: Tl EKaO"Tov a11"O [c/>al] VEL, 

aAAa E11"i KEc/>aAalov ypaljJaO"a 01T()0"0V EKao"TO~ EiA'Y'/CPEV. Public pros
ecutors were elected in the ecclesia (Hyp. Dem. 38), and there may 
have been some debate on the decree for trial. It is possible that the 
evidence given at the hearing before the Areopagus was submitted to 
the ecclesia in the report of the Areopagus. It does not appear that 

any detailed statement of the evidence was given at the trials, but it 
is likely that the evidence was known to the court only from the 
report of the Areopagus and the debate on the decree for trial in the 
ecclesia.48 Hansen observed that the documents cited in the extant 
speeches do not bear directly on the Harpalus investigation, and 
concluded that testimony was submitted in the apophasis proper. It is 
of course possible that the evidence was presented by other speakers, 
but it is a compelling argument from silence that nowhere in the 
extant speeches is any reference made to specific evidence, although 

Demosthenes issued 'challenges', prokleseis, to discover the evidence 
against him.49 Because the speakers focus upon the constitutional 
issue (the competence of the Areopagus), it seems the more likely 
that the evidence itself (chiefly the testimony of witnesses) was not 
presented to the dikastai for their judgment; instead, the report of 
the Areopagus represented the sum of the evidence, and the jurors 
were asked to accept the judgment of the Areopagus on the facts of 
the case. 

From these examples the development of the political jurisdiction 
of the Areopagus in the later fourth century may be summarized as 
follows: 

48 See Hansen, Eisangelia 39f. The speaker of Din. I suggests that the first speaker, 
Stratocles, had made a brief diegesis concerning the charges, the procedure, and the 
verdict of the Areopagus 0.1), but nowhere mentions martyria or other evidence. 

49 Cf. Alexander Numen, Peri schematon, in Walz VIII 457f (=Hyp. fL2 Dem. col. 
3): 1TPOKATjUEt<; EK'TtilE'''' Kat EPWTW" E" Tat<; 1TpOKATjUEUL " , 1T()ilE" lAa{3E<; TO XPVUtO", 
Kat Tt<; .ry" UOL <> Bov<;, Kat 1T~. Earlier (in fLI col. 2) the speaker uses the term 1TPO
KAT/UL<; ironically, in reference to the initial decree for investigation in the Areopagus, 
as if describing a private dispute between Demosthenes and the demos. Evidently, De
mosthenes sought to have the evidence released through a procedure analogous to 'dis
covery' in civil suits; cf. Harp. s. v. "1TPOKAT/UL<;"; Harrison (supra n.3) 135f. 
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(1) Apophasis KaTO: 7TpO(TTa~".,) was the first and chief means by which 
the Areopagites reasserted their ancestral powers as guardians of the 
constitution. Their jurisdiction in this procedure was not so unre
stricted as is sometimes supposed. In each case, by decree of the 
people, the Areopagites were commissioned to investigate charges 

against public officials (or citizens acting in official capacity): the ear
liest known instances were special investigations of Aeschines (rhetor) 

and Proxenus (strategos); the last and most notorious case was initi
ated as an investigation of Demosthenes and other rhetores. It is 
precisely this jurisdiction that is clearly described as "the council's 

ancient authority" (Din. 1.4). Public prosecutors were elected as syne

goroi to support the Areopagite indictment. The role of the Areopa
gites in these investigations is analogous to that of the bouleutai acting 
ex officio in eisangeliai to the boule, which ordinarily involved charges 

against public officials. This analogy is all the more suggestive because 
the new procedure appears to coincide with some reform or restriction 
of eisangeliai to the council and the ecclesia .50 

(2) Apophasis by the Areopagus on their own initiative, aVTT, 'TTPOEAO

p,EV'T1, ordinarily involved charges of corruption against members of 
the Areopagus. These apophaseis were initiated by the Areopagites as 

internal accountings. Members who were disqualified for wrongs con
nected with their official duties or civic responsibilities were tried 
before the court; in such cases their fellow members served as prose
cutors at the trial.51 

(3) By a martial law decree of 338, the Areopagites on their own 
authority arrested and executed suspected traitors: two of the four 
cases listed in Din. 1.62f are of this type; ef Lycurg. Leoer. 52. In 
the same period charges of treason against public officials, including 
members of the Areopagus, were also initiated by decree: the prose
cutions for treason against the Areopagites Polyeuctus and Autolycus 
were initiated by decree in this period (Din. 1.57-59, Lycurg. Leoer. 

53). These procedures against treasonous offenses, however, do not 
appear to be part of the ordinary political jurisdiction; after 337/6 
we know of no other impeachment for treason prosecuted in this 
way. The speaker of Din. 1 seems to regard these measures to safe-

50 On reform of eisangelia to the ecclesia after 361 see Hansen, Eisangelia 30f, 39f. It 
should also be noted that eisangelia to the boule was probably put under some restric
tion in the same period, as no case is known after 357/6. 

51 Hansen, Eisangelia 39, assumes that public prosecutors served in these cases, as in 
apophaseis KaTlI 1TpoO'mgtv; but there is a clear indication in the speaker's remarks 
(Din. 1.52-54, 7/ (3ovA.TJ E1T' EViwv TO 1TEI"1TTOV JLEPO<; OV I"ETEiA.-f/c/>E) that the Areopagus 
itself was responsible for prosecuting such cases. 
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guard the constitution as emergency powers, rightfully granted to 
the Areopagus in time of crisis but only valid until the crisis has 
passed.52 

The martial law decree to investigate treasonous offenses, as well 
as apophaseis Ka'Ta 1TpOU'Ta~t.,v against public officials for wrongdoing 

in office, were not established as law by legislative review (nomo

thesia) but were valid only in specific instances, by historical prece
dent. There was nothing to prevent the ecclesia from charging the 
Areopagus to undertake special investigations that had been tradition
ally assigned to their jurisdi£tion. On the other hand, apophasis by the 
Areopagites on their own initiative may have been established by law 
in the era after Chaeronea, not as a constitutional safeguard against 
subversion or corruption by other public officials but as an internal 
investigation of charges against Areopagites. Some requirement for 
internal supervision of members suspected of corruption is consis

tent with other legislation of the time, such as the law of Eucrates 
(337/6), which indicates strong suspicion of oligarchic sympathies in 
the Areopagus (see supra n.4S); and the decrees against the Areopa

gites Polyeuctus and Autolycus seem to reflect popular disillusion
ment with the character of the ancient council. 

These procedural developments have not been clearly recognized 
for three reasons. First of all, in the speeches, to which we owe 
almost all that we know of these proceedings, the speakers contin
ually remind their audience of the months after Chaeronea when the 
Areopagus had taken extreme measures as guardian of the constitu
tion, without drawing the proper distinctions between the emergency 
powers of that crisis and the ordinary procedures. Second, by the 

nature of investigations in the Areopagus, other incidents were often 
brought to light and other persons implicated beyond the names and 
events about which the apophasis was initiated. Thus in the investiga
tion of Aeschines the case against Antiphon was reopened; and in the 
Harpalus affair the investigation, directed against Demosthenes and 
other rhetores, led to charges against other officials as well. Finally, 
the verdict of the Areopagus was essentially different from the rul
ings of other archons in anakriseis in other procedures. In ordinary 
graphai or eisangeliai, the pre-judicial authorities simply rule upon the 
admissibility of the case prima facie, without judging guilt or inno
cence. In apophaseis, as we have seen, the verdict of the Areopagus 

52 He refers to this jurisdiction to investigate charges of treason as belonging to "the 
council ... to whom the people have entrusted the constitution and the democracy 
many times" (1.9: 7ToAAaKL'>, not tiED; cf supra n.36. 
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is said to determine guilt or innocence beyond a reasonable doubt~ 
the jurors simply decide the sentence. 

These procedural distinctions should help clarify the vague refer
ences we have concerning two other cases often mentioned in connec
tion with apophasis. The case of the Areopagite Pistias against the 

speaker of Din. 1 was apparently initiated in the Areopagus, but ended 
in court in a successful prosecution of Pistias by eisangelia. We are 
told nothing of the charges against the speaker. Pistias (though he is 
called a "traitor") was prosecuted for corruption and convicted of 
taking bribes from Pythocles, who was active as a speaker in the 
assembly after 338 and opposed the nomination of Demosthenes to 
deliver the funeral oration for the dead at Chaeronea. It is therefore 

likely that the case against Pistias came after the period of martial law. 
Evidently the Areopagite Pistias was under investigation in apophasis 

on initiative, but managed to cast suspicion upon the speaker, who 
then brought countercharges by the alternate procedure (eisangelia).53 

There is an oblique reference to another apophasis in the fragment 
of Hyperides' speech for the merchant Chaerephilus (P. Oxy. XXXIV 
2686), but this does not prove that Chaerephilus was charged in an 
apophasis, as Hansen assumes. From Harpocration's reference to the 
case against Chaerephilus (s. v. "KaTaXELpOTOVLa") and from his own 
interpretation of the case as an apophasis, Hansen assumes that "the 

most probable explanation of KaTaXEtpOTOJJLa~ in Ath.Pot. 59.2, is in 
fact that the word denotes a preliminary verdict passed by the Assem
bly in connection with an apophasis" (Eisangelia 44). There are sev
eral passages in which the decree for trial in apophasis is described as 
KaTaXEtpOTOVLa (Din. 2.20, Hyp. Dem. 22), but in most instances the 
term refers to other procedures, eisangelia or probote; thus KaTa

XEtPOTOVLa seems to be used as a general term for the assembly's 
decree for trial in several related procedures, including apophasis. 

Hansen may be right in supposing that the term refers to apophaseis 

in Ath.Pol. 59.2 (which appears to contain no other direct reference 
to apophasis), but there is no proof that the case against Chaerephilus 
was an apophasis. 

Although we have a fragmentary description of the interrogation in 
an apophasis, the investigation in question must have been prelimi

nary to another legal action (not the case against Chaerephilus), for 
the speaker says clearly "the council (of the Areopagus) made no 

53 Cf Din. 1.48-53: E£T' OV 8ELVO/J, ~ 'AO'Tj/JatOL, el, OTt,.u/J Etc; av.qp ~¢'rIaE TILfTTLaC; 

'Apw1T'ayiTTje; WI' a8LKEt/J I-LE, KamtjlEvSOIU/JOe; Kap,ov Kat rije; {3oVAT/e;, taxvaE/J £II' TO 

l/JEv8oc; ... 8u1: TT,/J aaOE/JELa/J Tr,/J nhE Kat TT,/J EP'Tj~/J TT,/J Ep:rjIJ. See Hansen, Eis
angelia 105[, 
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report against Chaerephilus for wrongdoing." We know of not a 
single instance in which the ecclesia overturned an Areopagite verdict 
for acquittal, and, to judge by the arguments of the orators, any such 

decree would have been indicted as an unconstitutional measure. The 
speaker of Dem. 1 mentions another episode (I 0-11) in which the 
defendant (Demosthenes himself) was acquitted by the Areopagus, 
and there seems to have been no question of reversing their verdict. 
The case against Chaerephilus, therefore, was probably prosecuted by 
an alternate procedure, as had been assumed before the fragment was 
found.54 

III. Conclusion 

The role of the Areopagus in political trials of the later fourth 
century was shaped by party rivalry and popular ideology in reaction 
to the failings of the regular machinery of government in time of 
crisis. If we look beneath the speakers' amplification to count the 
references to actual cases, it seems clear that specific procedural 
reforms were adopted in succession, first to offset the reversals of 
346, and then to meet the threat of 338: the earliest known apo

phaseis, soon after the peace of Philocrates, were directed against 
public figures held accountable for that ignominious peace, Aeschines 
and Philoxenus; many of the most notorious cases involving exile or 
execution came soon after Chaeronea, when the Areopagites were 
given special authority against treason and conspiracy. In the em
bezzlement trials of 324, however, Hyperides and the other prosecu
tors found themselves in a rhetorical predicament: they must con
vince their audience of the integrity of the Areopagus, but remind 
them that the special investigations had been often used as a political 
weapon by the defendant Demosthenes. That irony has not been lost 

54 Hyp. Chaerephilus, P. Oxy. 2686.4-13: 7TEpi I3E 6JV iJ f30VA~ '7J-n-l [ua]ua a7TEcfrrJvEv 

El<; TOV I3Tif.'OV, ovl3af.Wv iJ f30VA~ a7TEI3E~E Tep &J}~ XaLpEqxAoV aI3LKOVVTa' Kai ~K TWV 
/3auavwv, cfrrJuiv, mr[avahL')'vw[UKO]VTO<; TOV ,),paJLI-WTEW<; Ta [ovo]I-WTa ovl3Ei<; TWV 
/3aua [vd,oJLEvWV El7TEV KaTa aVTov W<; a13LKovvTO<; TL. The case must be dated some 
years after Chaeronea, perhaps not long before the Harpalus affair: cf Din. 1.43, and 
Schaefer (supra n.24) III 296f. Chaerephilus had been granted citizenship as a public 
benefactor during the grain shortage (probably of the late 330's). Hansen, Eisangelia 

39[, suggests that the passage proves that Chaerephilus was prosecuted by apophasis, 
assuming evidently that even an acquittal by the Areopagus could lead to a decree for 
trial; but we know of no other trial based upon an apophasis in which the Areopagus 
returned a verdict of not guilty. In the closest procedural parallel, eisangelia to the 
boule, the case was not brought to trial without a katagnosis against the defendant; cf 

Hansen, Eisangelia 22. 
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on modern commentators, but because the speakers were intent on 
praising the Areopagites as guardians of the democracy, they have 

not given us a clear record of the sequence of events leading to 
specific reforms or the ideological basis that was given to these inno
vations. 

The new procedures may be seen as a challenge to the sovereignty 
of the court and the ecclesia in political trials; cf. Plut. Dem. 14.5, 

,..",,{~ ~" " " 'I. ' '" ''A ,..",::. fr'f'VUpa u aptfrTOKpaTtK01l aVTOV 1TOl\.tT€V/-UX Kat TO 1TEpt 1ITt'fJUIVTa' 

011 lmO rij~ EKKATJ(J'ias acpEfJE1ITa U'VAAa{3W1I E1Tt TT,1I Ee 'APEiov 1Tayov 

{30VAT, 11 Ct1l7}yaYE, Kat 1Tap' Ov8E1I TO 1TP0frKpOV(J'at T~ 87}~ (JEf.L€1I0~ 

ifA€ygEV. In their investigations the Areopagites reasserted the magis
terial authority they had held in archaic times, when their verdicts 
were not subject to appeal. In the fourth century the Areopagites 
were given special competence to judge the facts of the case, a com

petence not shared by the other magisterial authorities. Even when 
those convicted by the Areopagites were acquitted by the dikastai, 

the verdict of the Areopagus on questions of fact was not disputed: 
the defendant was said to be acquitted by the mercy of the court 
(Din. 1.55-59). 

This special competence was often used by Demosthenes to great 
advantage. It is evident that Demosthenes, who introduced these 

innovations, persistently invoked the Areopagus to prosecute political 
adversaries who might otherwise have made a stronger case under 
the old procedure in eisangelia, with preliminary investigation by the 
boule, debate on the decree for trial in the ecciesia, and evidence 

presented to the court. Also in his own defense, Demosthenes relied 
upon the new procedures: in the mid 330's the Areopagus rejected 
charges against him; and in the Harpalus affair, Demosthenes first 
blocked an eisangelia to the people by a decree for investigation in 
the Areopagus (Hyp. Dem. col. 2), although he then failed to dis
cover the evidence against him by 1TpOKATJfrt~. 

The regular procedures against corruption and the emergency pow

ers against treason were introduced separately, and though they may 
be part of the same political agenda, they do not seem to have the 
same ideological basis. In the first apophaseis, the Areopagus held 
public officials to account for corruption and misconduct in office, 
based strictly upon the tradition that they had been sovereign in 
euthynai until Ephialtes' reform. The authors of the second innova
tion claimed precedent in the tradition that the Areopagus had acted 
as guardian of the democratic constitution in impeachments for trea
sonous offenses. These two separate strands of the tradition can also 
be discerned in the Athenaion Politeia. 
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It has long been suspected that some sections of the Ath.Pol. con
cerning the authority of the Areopagus in impeachments E1Tl. KaTa

AVUet TOV ihl#LOv (8.4, 25.3-4) were added, from a second source, to 
the earlier material where the chief political authority of the Areopa
gus derives from the accountings. From the outline of procedural 
reform that I have suggested in this study, it seems all the more 
likely that the source for the later sections was influenced by the 
debate on the emergency powers decreed to the Areopagus after 
Chaeronea, when the Areopagites resumed their role as TO Tr,V cPVAa

KT,V EXOV uvve8ptov (Din. 1.67). 
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